Microstructure and Hardness Evaluation of Magnesium Samples Processed by a New Design of Spread Extrusion Method
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Abstract: Spread extrusion is a capable method to produce different samples with a wider cross-section from the smaller billets in a single processing pass. In this study, dish-shaped samples are successfully produced from the as-cast cylindrical AM60 magnesium alloy at 300 °C, the mechanical properties and microstructural changes of the final specimens are precisely evaluated. Due to the high amount of plastic strain, which is applied to the initial billet during the material flow in the expansion process, grain refinement occurred as a result of recrystallization and subsequently good mechanical properties achieved. Therefore, mean grain size reduced from 160 µm to 14 µm and initial equiaxed grains changed to the elongated ones surrounded by fine grains. Also, microhardness measurements indicate that hardness increased from 51 Hv to 70 Hv. Some fluctuations were also observed in the hardness profile of the sample which was mainly related to the bimodal structure of the final microstructure. Good mechanical properties, fine microstructure, and also the ability to produce samples with higher cross-section make the spread extrusion process a promising type of extrusion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of technology, demands for products with specific shapes along with higher mechanical properties and lower steps of production are more required than any time before. Among different forming processes, extrusion has received great attention due to its numerous advantages. By using this technique, a vast range of material with different profiles can be produced. In conventional extrusion like forward, backward, and lateral extrusion, profiles with a smaller cross-section than the initial billet are usually fabricated [1]. However, products with complex cross-section and also good mechanical properties are demanded in new industries. As a result, some modifications in designing the dies occurred, and new types of extrusion processes have been presented for a specific application. For example, piercing and porthole extrusion were usually used to fabricate aluminum and magnesium tubes [2-5]. Some combined processes have also been proposed like, double backward extrusion [6], backward-forward extrusion [7], radial-backward extrusion [8, 9], radial-forward extrusion [10-12], and forward-backward-radial extrusion [13]. In these processes, large plastic strain is applied to the initial billet during the formation, so the final products have different cross-sections with good mechanical properties. Also, spread extrusion is another method that can be used for fabrication of wide profile sections in the extrusion industry [14-16]. One important feature of this method is the material flow which is sideways. This path of material flow originates from the specific design of extrusion die which forces the initial billet to expand, and finally, samples with wider dimensions than the initial billet can be obtained.

Magnesium and its alloys have some particular characteristics which make them important for many industries. Low density, high stiffness to weight ratio, good machinability, and biode-
gradability are just some of the Mg properties [17-20]. On the other hand, Mg has low mechanical properties and poor formability which causes some major problems during fabrication and also application. This serious disadvantage originates from its hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structure with limited-slip systems and low stacking fault energy (SFE) [21]. Thus, two main solutions were considered to overcome this weakness; adding alloying elements and grain refinements during the forming process especially by severe plastic deformation (SPD) methods. In the case of alloying elements, some good studies have been performed, and modified alloys have been proposed such as Mg-Al-rare earth (AE) [22], Mg-Y-rare earth (WE) [23], and Mg-Zn-rare earth (ZE) [24]. Also, grain refinement and texture controlling during the SPD process are other ways of improving mechanical properties. In SPD methods, large plastic strain is applied to the initial material, and grain refinement through recrystallization appears [25]. Some promising studies have resulted in significant properties of Mg and its alloys. For instance, tubular channel angular pressing (TCAP) [26-28], accumulative back extrusion (ABE) [29], equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) [30], high-pressure torsion [31], twist extrusion (TE) [32, 33], and cyclic expansion extrusion (CEE) [34] have done on different Mg alloys and remarkable properties have reported.

Due to the limited size and shape of the SPD processed materials, using them as the initial specimen to produce various components faces some basic problems and requires profound consideration. Therefore, proposing some types of forming process that can be used to achieve both desired shape and suitable mechanical properties of Mg alloys can be greatly interesting. By using spread extrusion, components with wider specific cross-sections than the initial billet and also appropriate mechanical properties due to the refined microstructure can be perfectly achieved. In this regard, the current research has been performed to fabricate dish-shaped AM60 magnesium specimens with fine microstructure through spread extrusion.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

AM60 magnesium was used as experimental material. The chemical composition of the material is shown in Table 1. Two samples with 90 mm and 100 mm height and an equal diameter of 20 mm were machined from the as-cast ingot. The spread extrusion die was manufactured from hot-worked tool steel and hardened to 55 HRC. The experiments were done at 300 °C and the pressing speed of 10 mm/min. To avoid heat waste during the process, an electrical heater was placed around the die, and a thermocouple was also used to supply a constant heat. Therefore, the temperature of the samples varied at maximum of ±5 °C during the process. Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) paste was used as a lubricant to decrease friction.

A schematic view of spread extrusion is shown in Fig. 1. As is seen, this process is based on conventional direct extrusion with some modifications. During the process, the initial billet is first placed in the die container (Fig. 1a), and then the punch starts to move. By reaching its lower limit, the material is extruded through the gap between the die and mandrel and the dish-shaped sample is fabricated (Fig. 1b). As is obvious, the space between die and mandrel is reducing by moving to the sides. As a result, the material in this channel is compressed during the process which can decrease the probability of producing cracks during expansion. Die parameters are shown in Fig. 1c: D₀, D₁, D₂, Rₚ, β, and, α which are 20 mm, 8 mm, 90 mm, 20°, and 14°, respectively.

| Table 1. The chemical composition of the AM60 magnesium alloy (wt %). |
|-------------------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Ni | Fe | Cu | Si | Mn | Zn | Al |
| 0.002 | 0.005 | 0.01 | 0.1 | 0.206 | 0.22 | 5.565 |
An optical micrograph (OM) was used to compare the microstructure of processed and unprocessed samples. In this regard, the dish-shaped specimens were cut along the extrusion direction, mounted into the epoxy resin, and then ground to mirror-like quality. They were also etched in a solution of 4.2 g picric acid, 10 mL distilled water, 70 mL ethanol, and 10 mL acetic acid [35]. To study the mechanical behavior of the samples, Vickers microhardness measurements were done at the same cross-section of samples with a load of 200 g applied for 10 sec. FEM analysis was also conducted in Deform-3D software to have a better view of this process. Thus, the deformation behavior, strain, and stress distribution of the sample were evaluated. 55000 four-node elements were used for the sample. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material were also considered to be 45 GPa and 0.35, respectively [34].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both the initial and final samples of AM60 magnesium alloy before and after the spread extrusion process are depicted in Fig. 2. It clearly shows that this process can produce samples in which cylindrical billets changed to the final dish-shaped samples.

3.1. Microstructure

The microstructure of the as-cast sample of AM60 magnesium alloy consists of two different parts, α-Mg phase with the mean grain size of 160 μm and the intermetallic β-phase (Mg17Al12) as shown in Fig. 3 [36]. During the casting process, intermetallic phase forms as a...
result of non-equilibrium solidification and exists in the final structure of this alloy along the grain boundaries [37].

Fig. 3. The microstructure of the as-cast AM60 magnesium alloy with coarse grains of α-Mg and intermetallic β-phase (Mg₁₇Al₁₂), and corresponding XRD pattern.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the microstructure of the alloy in various parts of the sample after the spread extrusion process. Microstructural refinement is absolutely obvious in comparison with the as-cast from. To have a better understanding of the changes, microstructures of 3 different zones of the samples are depicted in Fig. 4. During the spread extrusion process, the material is first compressed by the punch movement and then starts to move along sides due to the specific die design. Thus, the material expands and is pushed forward to the existed channel between the die and mandrel. By increasing the punch force, it completely enters the side channels, and a combined amount of shear and normal plastic strain applies to the material. Due to the conical design of the channel, the material is accumulated which provides compression stress. This pressure compresses the material to the surface of the mandrel, and then the material flow through the sides of the channel leads to the appearance of elongated grains. The material flow is depicted in Fig. 4, it expands from the central region (zone a) to the outer area (zone c).

Fig. 4. Microstructure of the processed sample at different zones.
Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) also occurs during the process [38]. It depends on some factors, but the temperature and the amount of plastic strain caused by the deformation process are the two main parameters. During the process, by increasing the stress concentration along the pre-existing boundaries, fine and ultrafine grains nucleate between the initial coarse grains of $\alpha$-Mg phase which can be caused by the occurrence of DRX [39]. The number of dislocations in the initial grains arises with the increase of deformation, so the existed difference among the dislocation density of DRXed and initial grains as well as the high processing temperature lead to the growth of newly formed grains. However, as the deformation process continues, the driving force of grain growth declines constantly. The latter is attributed to the increasing amount of dislocation density in the newly formed grains which finally stops the grain growth. As is seen in Fig. 4, initial grains are elongated, which is related to the principle of the process, and also surrounded by the DRXed grains. This inhomogeneous microstructure was previously observed in a vast number of studies and is mainly ascribed to the initial grain size of the Mg alloy [40-42]. If the initial grain size of the $\alpha$-Mg phase is more than a specific value, the final microstructure will not be completely homogeneous. Also, it is reported that by increasing the pass number of SPD processes, the inhomogeneity will constantly decrease and the final microstructure of the sample appears in a homogeneous mode. However, in this study, any further passes of the process is not possible and the final microstructure will contain initial and DRXed grains.

Another common phenomenon in the processing of Mg alloys is the distribution of the $\beta$-phase, which is usually existed in the as-cast form of several Mg alloys. This phase primarily contains higher Al concentration rather than the $\alpha$-Mg and plays an important role in the low ductility of Mg alloys due to its brittle nature [37]. Large pieces of intermetallic $\beta$-phase which existed in Fig. 3 cannot be seen in Fig. 4, they may now split into tiny fragments and distributed all over the material. This eventually results in increasing ductility and also forming of finer grains in deformation of Mg alloys. The latter is also based on the pinning effect of those small blocks of Mg$_{17}$Al$_{12}$ [43]. During the growth of DRXed grains, boundaries reach these tiny blocks of intermetallic phase, which was previously dispersed along grain boundaries and interiors, fixed $\beta$-phases hinder the moving boundary, and the interaction of them also results in the removal of a certain portion of boundaries. Finally, the growth of new fine and ultrafine grains will be ceased, and fine grains can remain in the final structure. This was another reason for the formation of fine grains around large ones, which is observable in three zones on the sample. Therefore, the ultimate pattern of the structure is in a necklace-like mode or bimodal structure. The grain size varies from 4 $\mu$m to 60 $\mu$m due to the inhomogeneous microstructure, and the average grain size can be approximately estimated at about $\sim$14 $\mu$m.

3.2. Microhardness

Fig. 5 shows the microhardness enhancement after the processing of spread extrusion in AM60 Mg alloy. As is seen, the initial hardness increases from 51 Hv to 70 Hv; it indicates the high potential of spread extrusion process not only to form a particular shape but also to increase the mechanical properties of Mg alloys.

![Fig. 5. Microhardness variations along with samples diameter](image-url)
hardness is affected during the process. For this purpose, 10 points with 2.5 mm distance from each other were considered along the sample’s diameter. The results demonstrated that by going from the center of the sample to the outer side, microhardness increases generally, however, it experiences some fluctuations which are mostly related to the existence of inhomogeneous microstructure. It was mentioned in the literature that a remarkable dependence of hardness to grain size could be considered due to the lack of sufficient slip systems in Mg and its alloys [44]. As was shown in Fig. 4, there is a combination of initial coarse grains, fine DRXed grains, and small hard particles of $\text{Mg}_{17}\text{Al}_{12}$. Hence, zones with larger grain sizes have a lower amount of Hv, and vice versa, a fluctuated hardness profile is achieved. In this way, the microstructure affects the hardness.

### 3.3. FE Results

The flow-net diagram is shown in Fig. 6a, it demonstrates that elements are expanded in the expansion channel, and the level of deformation is more intense by further movement of the material. Effective strain and stress contours during the spread extrusion process are shown in Fig. 6b. It is obvious that during the process large plastic strain is applied to the samples and by going to the sides of the die, the amount of applied strain is more intense which is in line with the microstructural evolution. The obtained microstructure in outer zones demonstrates that more elongated grains existed in those zones in comparison with the central areas. Also, the inhomogeneous distribution of strain is clearly illustrated, this can also be the reason for inhomogeneous microstructure and hardness. Some zones undergo a higher

![Flow-net diagram and distribution of the effective strain and stress during the spread extrusion.](image-url)
amount of plastic strain. As a result, more grain refinement and also hardness enhancement can be achieved.

4. CONCLUSION

A spread extrusion process with a specific die design was proposed to fabricate dish-shaped samples. This process is mainly based on the expansion of the material and is capable of fabricating products with a larger cross-section in comparison with the initial billet. The process was applied to the cylindrical AM60 Mg alloy samples with the mean grain size of \(160 \mu m\) at 300 °C. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Spread extrusion is a suitable method to produce not only a dish-shaped sample but also a refined microstructure of AM60 alloy. The mean grain size of the as-cast sample was reduced perfectly to 14 \(\mu m\) through the occurrence of dynamic recrystallization (DRX).
2. A necklace-like pattern (bimodal structre) was achieved after the process. The initial equiaxed coarse grains were changed to elongated ones surrounded by fine DRXed grains with an approximate size of 4 \(\mu m\).
3. Microhardness increased from 51 Hv to 70 Hv after the process. Based on the Hall–Petch relationship, this enhancement can be related to the reduction of the grain size and formation of fine grains.
4. The microhardness profile demonstrates some fluctuations which were previously observed in other inhomogeneous microstructures produced by different processes and is mainly attributed to the inhomogeneous microstructure of the sample.
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